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LUGGAGE

GIFTS

TRAVEL ACCESSORIES

A-C. JUMP PARIS CASSIS HARDSIDE CASES
A distinguished collection of French-designed, lightweight, 100%
German polycarbonate spinner cases. Full-grain leather trim and
quiet Hinomoto wheels. Two interior compartments with pockets.
Zip closure connects to a built-in TSA-friendly lock. Black.
A. 22" CARRY-ON 22" x 14" x 8". 5.8 lbs. $350.00
B. 30" LARGE 30" x 19" x 12". 10.8 lbs. $475.00
C. 26" MEDIUM 26" x 17" x 10". 8.3 lbs. $415.00

LEATHER GOODS

FINE WRITING INSTRUMENTS

BUSINESS CASES

RUNWAY READY
Rely on us. Your trusted travel source.

FROM THE FRONT COVER:
B

MOSAIC DORADO COLOMBIAN LEATHER
Rugged Vaqueta will develop a rich patina
over time. Tan with Antique Brass hardware.

ZIP SHAVE KIT Water-resistant lining.
10" x 5" x 5". Reg. $70.00 SALE $39.99
MULTI-POCKET DUFFELS
Use daily or for travel. Padded, removable,
adjustable shoulder straps.
21" x 10" x 10".
Reg. $335.00 SALE $199.99
25" x 11.5" x 11.5".
Reg. $385.00 SALE $229.99

12000 MAH SMART MOBILE
POWER BANK Get dual USB power ports
for your rechargeable devices. Digital display
tracks the power supply. Champagne.
6.5" x 3.5" x 0.3". $49.95

MOSAIC ID GUARDIAN SLIM LEATHER
WALLET Made with RFID-blocking material
to protect against theft of personal data on IDs
and credit cards. 4.75" x 3.5" x 0.5". $50.00

MOSAIC DAYTREKR LTD ORGANIZER
BACKPACK Details on pg. 3.
Reg. $385.00 SALE $229.99

C

A

wherever life
leads you.

EXPRESS YOUR INNER HIPSTER

Rely on us. Your trusted travel source.

A

A-B. MOSAIC METROPOLITAN LEATHER BAGS

Exclusive! Sleek styles designed for urban use. Made of

F-H. MOSAIC DAYTREKR COLOMBIAN LEATHER

G. CONVERTIBLE BRIEF/BACKPACK

H. DROP-BOTTOM DUFFEL

Rugged Vaqueta leather ages gracefully. Dark Brown.

Switch from brief to backpack with ease. Interior padded
sleeve holds laptop and tablet with additional pockets
for organizing cables, pens and more. Adjustable
pack straps and removable adjustable shoulder strap.
16" x 12" x 4.5". Reg. $365.00SALE $219.99

This well-organized duffel features a zippered bottom
section to separate shoes from clothing or work-out
wear from street wear. Wide-mouth opening makes it
easy to pack. Carry handles and adjustable shoulder
strap. 20" x 11" x 11". Reg. $365.00SALE $219.99

F. FLAP BRIEF
Tuck-lock buckles keep this case sleek and secure.
Padded interior sleeve ﬁts a laptop and tablet.
Small compartments hold personal accessories.
16" x 12.5" x 5". Reg. $365.00SALE $219.99

soft and supple black Napa leather that will endure.

A. FLAT FRONT BACKPACK

B

F

Modern attributes make this pack great for travel, the office,
or campus. Fitted with four exterior pockets, plus a generous main
compartment for a laptop up to 13". Outside back is padded
with comfortable cool-mesh adjustable straps and a handy
pass-through pocket. 12" x 14" x 6.5". $230.00

H

B. MESSENGER BAG
Classic ﬂapover styling with a grab-handle and interior cradle for
tablet and laptop up to 15.4". Magnetic closure for easy access. Back
pass-thru sleeve slides over any trolley handle. 14" x 11" x 3". $170.00

C. MOSAIC VENTED
WINDPROOF UMBRELLA
Stay covered. This compact design
withstands sudden gusts and
sustained winds. Auto open and
close. Cover included. 15" stem
with a 54" Arc. Black. $39.95

Visit us for what’s trending in travel goods, plus helpful packing tips
and great advice to get you where you want to go.

G

C
J. MOSAIC 4000 MAH CHARGER
WITH BUILT IN CABLE AND ADAPTER
L
E
K

Carry no cords. Slip this lightweight
charger into your suitcase or handbag
to charge your Android or Apple device.
Black. 4.61" x 2.64" x 0.35". $29.95

J

K-L. MOSAIC DAYTREKR LIMITED BACKPACKS

D

Lighten your load, even in leather. Comfort-mesh
backs make these packs up to 15% lighter and keep
you cool. Adjustable shoulder straps. Black.

D. MOSAIC EYEWEAR
SHOWCASE BOX

E. MOSAIC SANTA FE SLING PACK

Show off your eyewear collection and
keep them safe from scratches and dust
in this handsome felt-lined box. Room
for up to eight pairs. Black faux leather.
12" x 7.125" x 3.75". $48.00

going style in handsome full-grain Andean
Vaqueta leather makes this sling your go-to
bag. Front pocket is organized to hold small
accessories. Roomy main compartment
will hold a tablet or small laptop. Adjustable
shoulder strap. Antique brass hardware.
Chocolate. 12.75" x 11" x 4". $165.00

2

Exclusive! Practical pockets and easy-

/ DISCOVER EVEN MORE IN-STORE /

K. MULTI-POCKET SLIM BACKPACK
This sleek pack still holds all you need in its four
exterior pockets, interior cradle for 15.4" laptop
or tablet, and multiple compartments.
15" x 12.5" x 6". Reg. $300.00SALE $179.99

L. ORGANIZER BACKPACK
Six outside pockets plus organization inside hold
all your gear. Padded sleeve secures a tablet or
laptop up to 16". Extra-wide opening is easy to pack.
16.5" x 14" x 4". Reg. $385.00SALE $229.99
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This sleek pack still holds all you need in its four
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or tablet, and multiple compartments.
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A. MOSAIC 8-COMPARTMENT WATCH BOX
Impressive lacquered wood design has a glass window
to make selecting the day’s watch easy. Charcoal.
12.5" x 8" x 4". $145.00

B. GERMAN MANICURE SET WITH LEATHER CASE
Solingen precision-made stainless-steel implements:
clipper, nipper, ﬁle, and tweezers. Black.
4.5" x 2" x 0.5". $65.00

B
G

UPGRADE YOUR WORK WEEK
Mosaic collections are designed to provide
innovative features and benefits that create memorable
experiences wherever life leads you. Learn more
at mosaictravelworld.com

Rely on us. Your trusted travel source.

F-L. MOSAIC CLASSICO LEATHER

Exclusive! Collect these distinctive essentials in tumble-grained

J

leather. Each piece is vegetable tanned, eco-friendly, and will age
into a rich patina. Brandy.

F. SNAP TRAY
E

Keep pocket cargo all in one place. Unsnap and fold ﬂat
for packing. 6" x 6". $35.00

G. ID WALLET
Offers a slide-open ID window and RFID protection. Three slots
organize essential cards. 4" x 3.75" x 0.25". $65.00

H. CARRY-ON DUFFEL

C

Take this classic duffel on board your next ﬂight or to the gym.
Handy outside pocket, lined with RFID blocking material, is a
safe and perfect ﬁt for keys, wallet and phone. Comfy grip top
carry handles and detachable, adjustable shoulder strap.
22" x 11.5" x 10". $395.00

J. 2 GUSSET FLAP BRIEFCASE

D

This slim classic briefcase holds your 16" laptop safe in a padded
sleeve. Organizer panel for personal accessories. Exterior passthru sleeve lets you mount this case onto a wheeled suitcase for
easy transport. Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap.
13.5" x 12.5" x 5". $435.00

K. SLIM FRONT POCKET WALLET
C-D. MOSAIC DI LUSSO LEATHER

D. GUSSETED CARD CASE

Exclusive! Rich vegetabletanned Italian leather makes these
accessories a pleasure to use for
years to come. Cognac.

RFID protective lining keeps cards
safe. ID window with thumb-slide.
Gusseted pocket for multiple cards.
4" x 2.75" x 0.25". $37.50

C. CLASSIC PADHOLDER

E. MOSAIC LED TABLE GLOBE

A large exterior pocket, plus two
interior pockets, three card slots and
a pen loop, makes this letter-sized
pad cover great for meetings.
13" x 10" x 0.5". $145.00

AC-powered, light-up, antique-gold
globe is set on a pewter base.
Relief embossing identiﬁes mountain
ranges. Stands 27" tall with a
19" diameter. $119.95

Thumb-slide window and eight pockets are lined with
RFID-blocking material to protect against ID theft.
3" x 4.25" x 0.125". $50.00

L. DELUXE SHAVE KIT
Designed with an exterior
pocket and wide-mouth
opening for easy access.
Water-resistant lined interior
holds all of your toiletries
and everyday essentials.
10" x 5.5" x 5.5". $95.00

L

K
4

/ DISCOVER EVEN MORE IN-STORE /
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TRAVEL SAVVY, TRAVEL LIGHT

K

Rely on us. Your trusted travel source.
J
L

Mosaic Travel World Recommended Choice seal for their
unique features, enhanced benefits and great value.
PETROL BLUE

G

M

C

E
J. SWISS BAGS BLACKLINE TRAVELER
ROLLING BACKPACK
Carry-on pack ﬁts in most overheads. Six zip
pockets, a secure 15.4" laptop compartment,
comfortable adjustable shoulder straps, and
durable wheels make this pack perfect for trips
or daily use. Black. 21" x 14" x 9". 5.8 lbs. $139.00

A

K-M. SWISS BAGS TOURIST LUGGAGE
Sturdy polypropylene shells have a lifetime
warranty against breakage, including airline
damage. With an integrated TSA lock, interior
pockets and eight wheels, these bright-colored
cases are ready to go. Petrol Blue, Orange.

D
H

K. CABIN SPINNER CASE
K

21" x 14" x 9". 5.5 lbs. $145.00

L. LARGE SPINNER CASE
29" x 19.5" x 12". 10 lbs. $195.00

M. MEDIUM EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE
25" x 16.5" x 10" + 1.5". 8.9 lbs. $175.00

N-S. MOSAIC CHEYENNE
WATER BUFFALO LEATHER COLLECTION

R

Exclusive! Admire the beauty and soft,
pliable feel of these superbly crafted pieces.
Each one is painstakingly hand-stained to reveal
a deep marbling of brown, black and burgundy,
ensuring every bag is unique. As they age they
will grow even richer in character. Choose from
ﬁve popular styles.

N

S

N. MESSENGER BAG

A-D. JUMP PARIS NICE SOFT-SIDE LUGGAGE

E-H. JUMP PARIS UPPSALA SOFT-SIDE LUGGAGE

Go for the jet-set style and practicality of high-density twill nylon generously
trimmed with top-grain leather. Spinners feature double-slider zip closures,
multi-position telescopic aluminum handles, eight quiet wheels, padded top-grip
handles, and TSA-friendly locks. All pieces have smooth fabric lining. Navy, Bark.

Get in touch with the rich texture of polysuede luggage, trimmed with full-grain leather.
Spinners feature a lightweight eight-wheel, trolley-handle system for quick maneuvers;
double-slider zip openings; tie-down straps; inside zip pockets; TSA-friendly lock;
and leather ID tag. All pieces have world map print fabric lining. Chocolate, Navy.

A. CARRY-ON EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE 22" x 15" x 8" + 1.5". 4 lbs. $215.00

E. MEDIUM EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE 27" x 17" x 11" + 2". 7 lbs. $288.00

B. MEDIUM EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE

F. CARRY-ON EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE 22" x 15" x 8" + 1.5". 6 lbs. $278.00

Zippered top opens wide for easy packing.
9.5" x 4.25" x 6". $65.00

LARGE EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE (not shown)

Q. CARRY-ON TRAVEL SATCHEL

31" x 19" x 12" + 2". 9 lbs. $299.00

Perfectly sized for an overnight trip or a workout.
Three exterior front pockets and spacious, fullylined interior. Detachable, adjustable shoulder
strap and top carry handles. 18" x 11" x 7". $265.00

27" x 17" x 11" + 2". 6 lbs. $235.00

B

LARGE EXPANDABLE SPINNER CASE (not shown)
31" x 19" x 12" + 2". 7 lbs. $255.00

G. LARGE SHOPPER TOTE

C. TRIPLE-COMPARTMENT BOARDING BAG
Easily organize everything you need in ﬂight.
Removable, adjustable shoulder strap.
20" x 10" x 7". 1 lb. $140.00

C

6

/ DISCOVER EVEN MORE IN-STORE /

BARK

Styled with a top zip closure and removable
adjustable shoulder strap. Two interior zip pockets.
Back pass-thru sleeve attaches to the
retractable handle of any wheeled case.
20" x 13" x 9". 7 lbs. $150.00

P

P. TOP-ZIP TOILETRY KIT

F

Q

G

H. CARRY-ON DUFFEL BAG

D. FLAPOVER BACKPACK
Easily ﬁnd what you’re looking for with the large
opening. Two exterior zippered pockets, one inside.
14" x 11" x 5". 14 oz. $100.00

An organized tote with two open compartments
and two interior zippered pockets, plus a zippered
outside back pocket. 18" x 13" x 7". 1 lb. $125.00

This classic ﬂapover messenger is padded for
your tablet and laptop up to 15.4". Inside pockets
add organization. Comfortable, adjustable
shoulder strap. 16" x 12" x 3.5". $225.00

R. RFID BI-FOLD WALLET
This slim wallet offers seven protective
card slots and a thumb-slide ID window.
4.25" x 3.25" x 0.25". $30.00

S. FLAT CARD CASE
NAVY

Slim card case with ﬁve card slots.
4" x 3" x 0.125". $25.00

/ RELY ON US. YOUR TRUSTED TRAVEL SOURCE. /
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@leatherinc

3735 Palomar Centre Drive
Lexington, KY 40513
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Free Gift Wrapping ◆ Knowledgeable Staff

MOSAIC
wherever life
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Rely on us. Your trusted travel source.

FROM THE FRONT COVER:
B

MOSAIC DORADO COLOMBIAN LEATHER
Rugged Vaqueta will develop a rich patina
over time. Tan with Antique Brass hardware.

ZIP SHAVE KIT Water-resistant lining.
10" x 5" x 5". Reg. $70.00 SALE $39.99
MULTI-POCKET DUFFELS
Use daily or for travel. Padded, removable,
adjustable shoulder straps.
21" x 10" x 10".
Reg. $335.00 SALE $199.99
25" x 11.5" x 11.5".
Reg. $385.00 SALE $229.99

C

A

12000 MAH SMART MOBILE
POWER BANK Get dual USB power ports
for your rechargeable devices. Digital display
tracks the power supply. Champagne.
6.5" x 3.5" x 0.3". $49.95

MOSAIC ID GUARDIAN SLIM LEATHER
WALLET Made with RFID-blocking material
to protect against theft of personal data on IDs
and credit cards. 4.75" x 3.5" x 0.5". $50.00

MOSAIC DAYTREKR LTD ORGANIZER
BACKPACK Details on pg. 3.
Reg. $385.00 SALE $229.99

SAVE UP TO $20! See back cover for details

